
TOOLS OF THE TRADE

■ DAMAR VARNISH CRYSTALS

Derived from the damar fir tree, these “tears” of resin are dissolved using a solvent to

make a spirit varnish. This natural resin varnish has been in use for hundreds of years

but has a tendency to yellow and become brittle over time. This type of aging is of-

ten termed an “antique look” but actually can skew the chromatic balance originally

intended by the artist. Nonetheless, it is still used sometimes in conservation work.

■ MINIATURE TACKING IRON

Exactly like a clothes iron but the size of a pink eraser, this tool is used to heat an area

of a painting requiring treatment. Conservators use the miniature iron to secure adhe-

sive, gently plasticize—or soften—the paint, and aid in humidification, which makes

the dried paint less brittle, thereby reducing the chance that the paint will crack during

treatment. The temperature on this model can be varied one degree at a time.

■ BEAKERS AND FUNNELS

Scientific glassware is used to measure solvents and aqueous mixtures used in the

conservation of paintings.

■ MICRO-TOOLS

Delicate work under the microscope often requires tools with very fine instrumenta-

tion. Microspatulas, scalpels, and small natural-hair brushes all come to very fine

points, allowing the conservator to manoeuvre with precision.

■ LOCAL EXHAUST VENTILATION

Solvents play a big role in paintings conservation. Some—such as overpaint re-

movers—can be quite noxious. Local exhaust ventilation, or elephant-trunk ventilation,

is used to evacuate the fumes precisely where they are generated, usually right at

easel level.

■ LIGHT METHODS

Raking Light: Accentuates the topography of a painting and can reveal canvas undu-

lations, peaked or cracking paint, and sometimes underpaintings found beneath tex-

tural pentimenti. Transmitted Light: Reveals cracks, tears, or repairs and can also

sometimes show underdrawings or design changes. Ultraviolet Light: UV light is use-

ful for revealing surface anomalies not visible to the naked eye, such as overpaint—

paint added at a date later than that of the original work.
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presentation was desired, so the conservator

and curator consulted to select a simple

frame profile with a toned gold-leaf finish.

The frame’s pieces were custom-milled from

basswood and then water-gilded using 13-

karat white gold. Despite its luminosity, gold

leaf is very thin: you’d need 26 stacked sheets

of it to equal the thickness of an onion skin.

GEORGE TOWNSHEND, 
4TH VISCOUNT AND 
1ST MARQUESS 
OF TOWNSHEND

Attributed to Gilbert Stuart

c. 1786

265 x 173.5 cm

The third major project, also an oil on

canvas, began as a straightforward surface

cleansing of dust and grime. One of the

most simple and effective solvents conserva-

tors use is saliva, gently rolled onto the sur-

face of the painting with a cotton swab, fol-

lowed by a fresh swab of distilled water.An

ideal cleansing agent, saliva contains a great

deal of water, weak surfactants (soaps), and a

variety of ionic materials, the chief of which

is sodium.

As the treatment progressed, we decided

to remove the disfiguring varnish that was

dulling richly coloured areas of the painting.

For both aesthetic and protective reasons, oil

paintings often receive a final coat of varnish

once the artist has finished.Varnish provides

all colours with an optimal level of uniform

saturation while acting as a film that protects

the painted surface from the harmful effects

of dirt, light, humidity, and minor physical

abrasion.

Applied by spraying or brushing, varnish

forms a thin, transparent layer on the surface

of a painting. Historical varnishes were made

with tree resin dissolved in a solvent, and

have the unfortunate tendency to discolour

and degrade over time—necessitating their

eventual removal, usually with solvents, such

as ethanol. Since the 1950s dozens of surface

coatings manufactured in various industries,

the vast majority of them synthetic, have

been investigated for use as picture varnish-

es. In this case we used Paraloid B-72.to re-

place the older coat of varnish.

This painting contains a compelling ex-

ample of the phenomenon known as “penti-

menti,” ghosted images that can be seen be-

neath the painting’s top layer. Different from

what is seen above, these images signal that

the artist reworked certain of the painting’s

elements.The original position of Lord

Townshend’s feet, for instance, is visibly dif-

ferent from their final positioning.The word

pentimento derives from the Italian pentirsi

meaning to repent.Three different condi-

tions can lead to pentimenti: the upper lay-

ers of paint become more transparent over

time; cracks develop in the uppermost layers

to reveal different-coloured paint under-

neath; or different-textured paint below re-

veals brush marks going in a different direc-

tion than the ones on the top layer.

Historically, restorers often covered up

pentimenti with excessive coats of paint,

usually to hide awkward areas of the paint-

ing, or (unfortunately) to exhibit their own

creative flair.Today, pentimenti are consid-

ered an integral part of the image and histo-

ry of the painting. Despite the fact that they

can detract from the painting if they are

very noticeable, conservators are no longer

likely to cover them up with overpaint. In

this painting, we left the distracting ghosted

images as we found them.

The Samuel Gallery now displays these 3

paintings, alongside the other 94 from the

storage vaults.While all 97 treatments are

complete for now, the conservation process

is an ongoing one. Some objects will always

need treatment, but the vast majority are

under preventive conservation: we aim to

maintain proper environmental standards

and display requirements.

In essence, a work of art or an artifact is 

a communication from the past.Viewers are

a brief audience to that communication. It 

is the conservator’s job to be mindful of the

painting’s past and to preserve it for the 

future. ROM
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George Townshend, 4th Viscount and 1st Marquess 

of Townshend. Top: After treatment. Bottom: During varnish removal.


